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        oming on the heels of the 
successful launch of its Calamba 
clinic late last year, IntelliCare 
/ASALUS is proud to announce its 
recent additions to company-owned 
clinics:  two mobile and one 
strategically situated in the very 
heart of the bustling economic zone 
of Laguna Technopark (2/F LTI 
Administration Building; Sta. Rosa, 
Laguna).

     In keeping with IntelliCareʼs 
brand of service quality, all three 
new clinics are equipped with 
state-of-the-art technology, tools, 
apparatus and are manned by highly 
experienced and well-renowned 
medical professionals and 
practitioners.  In addition, the three 
clinics provide a complete line of 
medical and diagnostic services in 
family medicine, internal medicine, 
surgery, pediatrics, radiology/
sonology, ENT, OB-gynecology, 
and dermatology, to name a few.

     There are enough reasons to feel 
elated at these latest acquisitions 
and the many more to follow in the 
foreseeable future.  For one, they 
bring to bear IntelliCareʼs grand 
plan to reengineer and thence 
strategically reposition clinic 
operations toward new growth 
opportunities.  Over and above 
bottomline considerations, however,
there are enormous potential of 
company-owned clinics as venues 
for providing more value-added 
services to our customers.

NEW ACQUISITIONS

by: Reynaldo H. del Castillo, MBM-AIM  AVP / Head – Strategic Management Department

can help address the situation, a 
preventive measure which 
IntelliCare-owned clinics can 
competently launch at no added 
costs to our customers.   
     Mounting medical and health 
costs are a major concern world-
wide as annual increases continue 
to outpace the rise of consumer 
price indices (CPI) in most 
countries.  As shown on the chart 
below, the Philippine experience 
in the past four years confirmed
this trend.  Yearly the medical and 
health service price index (MHSPI) 
has been inexorably climbing by 
three-to-four percentage points 
above the CPI.  
     All told, clinics being in the 
frontline of the healthcare delivery 
system, look well positioned to help 
mitigate the relentless surge 
of hospital and medical tabs and the 
corresponding premium increases.     

     Amkor provides outsource assembly and test services to the major players of the semicon-
ductor and electronics industry in the Philippines and in the world.  

     Amkor started its operations in the Philippines in 1989, pioneering outsource assembly and 
test services in the country.  It has four factories, two of which are located in 
Muntinlupa City and the other two in Laguna Technopark, which houses the assembly and test 
services that it provides to the semiconductor and electronics industry. 

     Through the work in these sites, ATP makes it possible for electronics companies to develop 
and manufacture the latest computers, telecommunications components, consumer electronics 
and automotive components, making the Internet, SMS and MMS, data security, desktop 
computing and other technological innovations possible. 
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  Going Beyond Customer    
  Satisfaction

     Deeply ingrained in the 
IntelliCare /ASALUS culture 
and values is a single-minded 
commitment to service excellence.  
In turn, this commitment translates 
to what is generally known to 
marketing buffs as customer 
satisfaction.

     But satisfaction is certainly not 
enough.  For we at IntelliCare 
/ASALUS deliver more than 
customer satisfaction.  We bring it 
to a higher plane of service 
experience:  customer delight.

     Delight is an exulted customer 
experience resulting from the 
combined effects of surprise, 
excitement, and joy – a service 
experience we intend to sustain 
and invigorate through more 
cost-free, innovative, and value-
added services to our customers.  
And, no doubt, clinics are logical 
starting points for enhanced value 
creation during the initial stage 
of major service encounters with 
our clients.

  Speed, Portability, Convenience 
  at No Extra Cost

     Life and work styles have 
radically changed in recent 
decades brought about by rapid 
technological advances, especially 
in the fields of computers and 
telecommunications.  Computing 
power has tremendously increased 
while global transmission of voice, 
picture, and data has turned 
impeccably seamless and incredibly 
faster – eventually giving birth to

the internet and e-commerce 
in cyberspace.  Likewise, 
miniaturization has ubiquitously 
resurfaced to lead to a wide array 
of portable high-tech gadgets 
and devices, such as laptops and 
cellphones.  In all these technologi-
cal breakthroughs, the common 
denominator is speed, portability, 
and convenience.

     To competitively keep pace 
with changing times, it is but 
fitting and proper, therefore, to 
realign our clinic operations such 
that speed, portability, and conve-
nience also become regular features 
of our healthcare service delivery 
system.  Hence, the concept of 
“clinics on wheels” is brought to 
the fore, bringing healthcare 
services virtually to the door steps 
of our corporate clients, particularly 
those in Metro Manila.  Obviously, 
ambulatory clinics within or near 
company premises would enable 
our corporate clients to realize 
considerable savings in man-hours 
which, otherwise, would have been 
unproductively spent on travel to a 
clinic located elsewhere.  Apart 
from this, convenience is a   
collateral benefit.  Then, of course, 
we located one clinic right at the 
very hub of Laguna Technopark,  

a visit to which is nearly like 
availing oneself of home care 
considering the clinicʼs proximity 
to the residential / business 
communities of the technopark.  
In fact, as a follow through on this, 
other ecozones are already being 
eyed as strategic locations for other 
company-owned clinics.  Evidently, 
all of these will mean speed, 
portability, and convenience, at no 
extra cost to our customers.

     In our clinics we have 
considerable latitude to directly 
influence costs in a positive way, 
most particularly utilization.  
And this is best exemplified when 
we actively promote more of the 
preventive aspects of managed 
healthcare.  In so doing, periodic 
health check-ups and regular use 
of diagnostic services at the clinic 
level can help bring down the 
rate of hospital confinements, 
which, by and large, are far more 
expensive.  The problem, however, 
is that most planholders do not 
avail of health services until they 
are really sick.  Consequently, 
trivial conditions often turn serious 
and acute conditions become 
chronic.  Nonetheless, intense 
educational campaign on the 
benefits of health-check programs      
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“An Apple a Day…”
                   They say that “an apple 
                     a day keeps the doctor 
                    away,” but will clinic 
                 acquisitions keep the 
hospital bills at bay, or, at least at 
manageable levels?  And will they
be a good Rx for rising medical 
and hospital costs bewailed by 
both HMOs and health plan holders?  
The answer is a resounding and 
resonating YES!

     ATP is home to more than 10,000 employees, composed mostly of production operators, 
technicians and engineers.   ATP is a major player in the semiconductor industry, holding a 
significant market share and serving over 150 customers. 

     Amkor Technology is a leading provider of contract microelectronic assembly and test 
solutions. For more than 30 years now Amkor has been a strategic manufacturing partner for 
the world's leading semiconductor companies.

     Last 2003, the Philippine Economic Zone Authority elevated ATP into the PEZA Hall of 
Fame in recognition of its being a Top Exporter, and Outstanding Employer, as well as in 
recognition of its Outstanding Community Programs.   ATP was awarded by the DOLE 
(Gawad Kaligtasan at Kalusugan) and by the PMAP (Personnel Manager of the Year; 
Outstanding Equal Employment Opportunities).   ATP was also the first recipient of the 
Philippine Quality Award (Level 1).

TECHNOLOGY
PHILIPPINES

http://www.intellicare.com.ph
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(Monica Silos is a fresh graduate who is undergoing training in all aspects 
of IntelliCare operations).

     “ We are in the business of preserving and improving human life. 
All of our actions must be measured by our success in achieving this goal.”
 -  Merck and Company, Internal Management Guide, 1989 
    From the book Built to Last

         his sentence is at the heart of our business.  Although it is not our own I believe that we as much as the 
people in Merck have lived by this for as long as we have worked under IntelliCare.  I am sure that we all have 
our fair share of sacrifices intertwined with our work and this should not go unnoticed. 

     This article has given us a chance to give praise to a department that has not only done what was required of 
them but places heart and soul to provide incomparable service to our clients.  This is one of the departments 
that prove that service is in our blood. Whatever we do for our clients it is done wholeheartedly.     

     The Accounts Processing department has stunned me more than once.  I had the chance to undergo their daily 
tasks and I must say it is not as simple as it may seem. In my training with them I have come upon countless 
problems that they deal with everyday and yet these handicaps do not hold them back in accomplishing the tasks 
set before them.  It is a department where decisions have to be made at a fast pace and it has to carry the weight 
of the problem being solved. 

     I interviewed Mr. Lorenzo Maria Veneracion and Ms. Rona Sugueco to get a clearer view of what it is like to 
be in the Accounts Processing department.  I asked them what it takes to be in the department.  They answered 
that it takes a lot of hard work, patience, perseverance, to be industrious and to have presence of mind when 
doing oneʼs work.  I am in total agreement to this.  When I tried doing the work required of them I was going

bonkers.  This is why Iʼm in total shock to find these people with 20-20 visions even if they stare at small blurred 
figures on paper and on the computer.  I also noticed they deal with problems that have to be chewed on constantly 
to be able to find a solution to it.  I was wondering how they deal with it and they told me that they extend their 
patience to be able to explain the cause of the problem as well as discuss the details of the account their dealing 
with.  After which they would come up with a reasonable solution to the problem without putting the company in a 
bad situation.  As I have observed this takes a lot of skill to be able to execute it properly.  I have marveled at how 
they persevere to the task asked of them.  Especially when they did the AMKOR account. *They did shifting with 
and most of them did not go home at regular hours to be able to finish the job.  They did not complain about the 
hours but rather they put all their effort into completing what they had in front of them.  Much to our delight and 
that of the clients they were able to complete their task well ahead of schedule.  This is clear proof that we 
indeed can surpass our current limits if we put our mind to it and strive to be a team and in a family environ-
ment.

     I have also realized that not everything is fixed and is going smoothly in the department in accordance to 

their work.  There are still a lot of things that need to be done so that the work will become systematic and 
organized.  As it is there are a lot of things that go unnoticed in the department but I am proud to say that these 
things are not being left in their current state.  Ms. Maripi del Mundo, the manager of the Accounts Processing 
Department as well as the Executive Assistant of Mr. Gerry Vargas, has gone through great lengths with their 
team as well as collaborating with others to find solutions to current problems.  It is true that we still have to 
come up with an organized and fail safe way to be able to pass information regarding contracts and our dealings 
with our clients.  It also true that we need to work out the system so that we are able to say that we are 
completely confident with the data that the IntelliCare system provides us with.  Finding the solution to these 
problems does not lie within one department alone but it lies within each and every one of us. With this I urge 
everyone to congratulate one another on a job well done and inspiring each other to the fullest of our potential. 

     To the Accounts Processing department I congratulate you on a job well done and may we all keep up the 

good work.  And to also always keep in mind that although we are good we can still become GREAT! I look 
forward to seeing this company become GREAT for it will not be possible without you who make it what it is 
and what it should be. 

UNDERTAKING UNDERWRITING:
A VIEW ON ACCOUNTS PROCESSING
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improvement efforts, too.   Of 
what good are customer-satisfying 
services that are non-affordable?  
Hence, delivering satisfactory 
outcomes to customers must be 
cost-effective not only for the 
company but also for the 
customers.  Quality and 
productivity, therefore, cannot 
be taken in isolation from one 
another.  Both should be mutually 
reinforcing if truly customer-
satisfying values are to be 
delivered.  
     That said, productivity 
obviously relates to cost 
management or the optimal use 
of resources for a desired result 
without unduly compromising 
quality.  However, mere affiliation 
with clinics renders cost 
management difficult, if not 
impossible, to exercise for “one 
cannot manage what one cannot 
measure.”   
     By contrast, in company-
owned clinics an HMO has 
considerable latitude to directly 
influence costs in a positive way, 
most particularly utilization.  
And this is best exemplified when 
clinics actively promote more of 
the preventive aspects of managed 
healthcare.  In so doing, periodic 
health check-ups and regular use 
of diagnostic services at the clinic 
level can help bring down the 
rate of hospital confinements, 
which, by and large, are far more 
expensive.  The problem, 
however, is that most plan 
holdersdo not avail of health 
services until they are really sick.  
Consequently, trivial conditions 
often turn serious and acute   

By: Monica Silos

...continued from page 1

Revving up value-added services… 
a strategic plan unfolding

“An Apple a Day…”
     They say that “an apple a day keeps 
the doctor away,” but will clinic 
acquisitions keep the hospital 
bills at bay, i.e., at least at 
manageable levels?  And will 
it be a good Rx for rising 
medical and hospital costs 
bewailed by both HMOs 
and health plan holders?  
The answer is a resounding 
and resonating YES!
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conditions become chronic.  
Nonetheless, intense educational 
campaign on the benefits of 
health-check programs can help 
address the situation, a preventive 
measure which IntelliCare-owned 
clinics can compe-tently launch at 
no added costs to our customers. 
     Another advantage of having 
company-owned clinics is the 
prevention of fraud and abuse.  In 
the US, there have been countless 
court cases on scam committed by 
unscrupulous clinics which, in 
collusion with willing plan holders, 
have been filing fraudulent claims 
on medical services never 
rendered.  Also, there have been 
numerous cases of abuse on 
clinical services not coveredby or 
in excess of the limits stipu-lated 
in health plan contracts.  Surely, 
fraud- and abuse-ridden claims, 
added to court litigation costs, 
are 
a big drain on company coffers.  
     Mounting medical and health 
costs are a major concern world-
wide as annual increases continue 
to outpace the rise of consumer 
price indices (CPI) in most 
countries.  As shown on the chart 
below, the Philippine experience 
in the past four years appeared to 
confirm this trend, too.  Yearly 
the medical and health service 
price index (MHSPI) had been 
inexorably climbing by three-to-
four percentage points above the 
CPI.  
     All told, clinics, being on the 
frontline of the healthcare delivery 
system, look well positioned to 
help mitigate the relentless surge 
of hospital and medical tabs.   
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Doctor Jokes

1.  How do you keep a fine 
     balance among your varied 
     interests – business, 
     professional and family life?

     Setting priorities, managing    
     time, systematically arranging 
    tasks,recognizing when to stop 
    and implement change, and 
    being sensitive to others but 
    remain detached, are the  
    guidelines that allow me to keep 
    that fine balance.

2.  Has there been an instance 
     when you believe as if you are 
     given a choice and you would 
     have to choose?

     Each day is always filled with 
     instances when choices have to 
     be made. Simply embrace the 
     uncertainly of life, hold tightly 
     to the Hand that guides, pray 
     for the right choice, and hope 
     by that I have risen closer to my 
     own unique destiny.

3.  Who inspires you most in your 
     undertakings? Do you observe      
     any role models particularly in 
     business? 

by: Mr. Ernesto M. Reyes, Jr.

                he is a successful career woman and a dedicated mother. With high 
            caliber professional experiences as an optometrist, backed up with 
quality scholastic and academic background, a mother of 2 boys, and 
currently heads IntelliCare Bacolod Office as a Senior Manager, Ms. Rita 
Divinagracia is a complete persona, an epitome of a modern career woman. 
She took a Post Graduate course in Management at UP Cebu, and was a 
graduate of Optometry from Centro Escolar University in Manila.

Ms. Rita Divinagracia

    management team for at least a 
    decade now (not entirely with 
    this company) and found that 
    the only way to affect human 
    man is to effect spiritual man. 
    The changes are far reaching 
    and deeply founded.

6. Cite one thing that you have 
    done (which you believe you 
    should not have) and since then 
    has affected much of you life?

    There are many things I have 
    done which I believe I should 
    not have. However, I find that 
    how they may affect me 
    depended. If at all, on how I 
    would let them affect me. If they 
    were bad decisions, I would 
    regard them as difficult lessons 
    to learn from. If they turned out 
    to be right decisions, I would 
    allow my character to be better 
    honed.

7. What is your idea of relaxation?

    Keeping my hands busy with 
    projects and/or my mind with 
    life enhancing books (my current 
    favorite author is Paolo Coelho)

    The God to whom all my 
    efforts are dedicated and 
    directed to.  Several people come 
    in mind whom I would like to 
    emulate (for what I have 
    recognized as a strength in their 
    character): my father, the 
    visionary, whose ideas have    
    come way before their time 
    teaching me to pursue ideas that 
    may not easily be acceptable 
    or feasible; my uncle, the 
    magnanimous heart, whose 
    compassion far outweighs    
    human logic teaching me to see 
    beyond reason and touch hope 
    within; and my maternal 
    grandfather, the noble toiler, 
    whose frugality taught me that 
    the choice in life is never 
    excessiveness.

4. When do you find fulfillment 
    in work?

    When I have effected a desirable 
    change in another.

5. What is your management 
    style?

    I have been a member of the 

Lord, Our God, we your children 
take time out as a family to come 
before you, humbled and contrite 
during these recent devastating 

events.  Our nation is reeling under 
the weight of the two powerful 

typhoons and our Asian family of 
nations under the killer Tsunami.

You will understand, therefore, 
if you hear your children ask 

“WHY?”

Lord, in these trying times, 
remind us what the poet 

Horace said, “Prosperity conceals 
genius but adversity reveals it.”  

Grant to us, the strength of 
character, the willpower to summon 

man s̓ nobility of purpose to rise 
above these difficult times.

Our daily experiences show that 
nobody is tested beyond his capacity 

and impatience leads to nowhere.  
Give us the patience and wisdom to 
work hard and be creative in facing 
times of adversity.  According to the 
proverbs “Though a righteous man 
falls seven times, he rises again.”  

He learns from experience.  
He learns to rise above himself and 

his comfort zone because he is a 
member of the family called the 

human race.

Lord, elevate our level of 
concern for one another.  

Stir us out of being bystanders just 
because we are unhurt.  Help us seize 

the moment of grace to show our 
caring character… That s̓ why we are 

INTELLICARE. AMEN
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The story is told about a patient who told his psychiatrist that life is so 
lonely in the hospital, so he wrote himself a long letter. When asked what 
the content of the letter was, his response was “Oh, I donʼt know yet, 
doctor, because I will still receive it next week!”

A doctor asked a patient dressed in military uniform.
Doctor: And who might you be?
Patient: Napoleon Bonaparte
Doctor: Is that so? Who told you?
Patient: God told me so.
Then the patient beside him exclaimed “I certainly did not!”

Complied from a number of sources.

Lewis Wasserman / lwwasserman@alliancemedical.org
Copyright 1995, All rights reserved.

SOURCE http://members.aol.com/parentspage/jokes.html



 here have been warnings about the family going the wrong way of 
some great institutions in the fast lane to decadence.  While this may or 
may not be so, the concern cannot but be deeply appreciated… and 
correspondingly addressed.  There is no better option.  What is at stake is 
the life of the family itself… the basic unit of society.  But prior to and more 
important than that, the family is a covenant of love between husband and 
wife that generates new human life while enriching the lives of those 
in covenanted love.  Such a covenant and its fruition is like an embedded 
DNA traceable to the triune God.  In this model, life and love are 
inseparable not only because of the cause-effect relationship but more so 
because this is simply the character of covenanted love.  It cannot be 
otherwise.  A child, therefore is born, knows love (in the Biblical sense), 
learns to love and lives interactively in this set-up of father and mother--- a 
company called the family.

 For most Filipinos, the family is synonymous with Adam and Eve 
and the fourth commandment.  Because the fourth and the rest of the 
Commandments were given after the chosen people had left the “land of 
slavery”, it is safe to say that the precept:  “honor your father and mother” 
is part of what we may call the Code of Conduct of the Free.  In such a 
design, the family is part of, not apart from the world.  It cannot be an island 
of prosperity in a sea of want.  Instead of a house on a hill with ramparts to 
protect it, will a windsurfer be a more apt analogy?  To a windsurfer, the 
wind is a friend.  The set of realities in windsurfing (water, salinity, variable 
wind velocity and direction, etc) is an ally, not an enemy. Great windsurfers  
have learned how to perceive and work with forces of change rather than 
resist them.  For a family, the covenant love-life tandem is really a calling  

The Family Alive!
By: Man Libo-on

The Family Alive!

rather than just a good idea.  Mastering the call requires a level of 
proficiency that makes it reachable and at the same time outside oneʼs 
grasp.  A paradox?

 Despite the easy congruence Filipinos see with the values of the 
fourth commandment, daily experiences indicate obstacles.  Without finger 
pointing, not all fathers and mothers act as loving parents.  Child abuse 
cases are increasing in addition to child neglect.  Because of poverty, some 
parents cannot provide their children with the basic necessities in life.  
There is also that stage in childrenʼs growth where something like a 
“declaration of independence” is made.  Unless handled with 
understanding, patience and unswerving love, this becomes a painful and at 
times destructive stage.  Lastly, there is what is commonly referred to as 
generation gap.  The “world is a village” scenario and the unguided access 
to other cultural paradigms have widened this gap.  Traditionally held 
norms, values and institutions are questioned critically causing sparks to 
ruin mutually loving relationships in the family, biological and social.

 The three main obstacles in honoring father and mother can be 
seen positively.  They help us learn the proper response to “love others.”  
They make us discover the true meaning and values being focused by the 
fourth commandment.  As employees, work in a company is the other 
application of what has been learned in the irreplaceable school, that is the 
family.  There we learn, develop, and apply the social virtues and values of 
respect, dialogue, generous service, justice, integrity and love… character 
as a sum, the same set that guides our work.  If that sounds familiar, wonder 
not.  IntelliCare is a celebration of love and life.  It is really a family! 

TT
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1.  Emergency medicine is a relatively new specialty. Tell us a little 
     bit about how it began in the Philippines.

     Emergency Medicine is a clinical specialty in medicine that deals with the 
     management, recognition, evaluation and treatment of the critically and 
     acutely ill patient. When a patient is brought to the hospital through the 
     emergency room, the E.R. physician takes care of the immediate stabiliza
     tion (management of the patient until proper disposition is given / done 
     whether the patient is for confinement or for discharge).

     This branch of medicine was introduced initially at the Makati Medical 
     Center by its Medical Director Dr. Raul Fores through Dr. Francisco 
     Barros in the early 80 s̓. The specialty became formalized with the 
     establishment of the Philippine College of Emergency Medicine and 
     Acute Care. Being one of the first graduates of the residency training 
     program, I had the privilege to contribute to the specialty by introducing 
     it to other tertiary hospitals in Metro Manila. Since then, the specialty 
     slowly got to be recognized in the metropolis. At present, it is becoming to 
     be well known nationwide.

2.  How has it impacted on the practice of medicine in general?

     The concept of emergency medicine practice is to “bridge the gap” 
      from the time the patient enters the E.R. until so called “definitive 
     management” by the other clinical specialties is done to the patient. The 
     various clinical specialties will include Internal Medicine, Surgery, 
     Pediatrics, etc.

3.  What is the scope of practice?

     Emergency Medicine encompasses all branches of medicine such as,      
     Internal Medicine, Surgery, Pediatrics etc. in the ER setting. The scope 
     includes the immediate recognition-evaluation and disposition of patients 
     in the ER. Patients are classified into:

     a.  Critical – life threatening cases that need immediate medical 
          intervention and management.

     b.  Acute – non-life threatening cases, but still needing immediate medical 
          intervention and management.
     c.  Primary – non-life threatening cases, where immediate management 
          may be deferred.

4.  What are the common emergency cases brought to your 
     department (in the hospital)?
     Common cases seen in the ER, which are usually divided into trauma and 
      non-trauma cases, are as follows:

      a.  In adults 
           Trauma - vehicular accident, gunshot wound, stabbing incident 
           Non-Trauma - stroke, cardiovascular cases

      b.  In children 
          Trauma - falls, head trauma 
          Non-Trauma - pulmonary, infectious, gastrointestinal cases

5.  Are there basic techniques or maneuvers that a layman should 
     know to be able to address common emergencies when a 
     physician or a health professional is not around?

     Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) is the backbone of Emergency 
     Medicine.

     The basic ABCʼS (Airway, Breathing, Circulation) should be taught to 
      lay people for them to possible save the  “life and limb” of the injured 
      victim in the pre-hospital setting. 

interviewinterview
By: Ernesto M. Reyes, Jr.
       Executive Editor

Dr. Ramonette Burgos, M.D.
M.H.A., F.P.C.E.M.A.C., C.F.P

(The Asalus Times interviews Dr. Burgos, about the relatively new and exciting medical field – 
Emergency Medicine. His untiring efforts towards the development of this field are being recognized. 
A gifted professional, he is in his elements when talking to friends and associates about his work, his 
family and the profession in general – Ed.)

     Common Environmental Emergencies may be taught to the public for 
     them to recognize and even handle the possibly acutely injured victim 
     from the site until the victim is transported to the nearest health care 
     facility.

6.  What should be included in an emergency kit / cabinet?

     The Emergency (E) kit whether at home or in the office should 
     (at least) include the following:
     Gauze / microspore tape
     Hydrogen peroxide solution  
     Betadine solution   
     Cotton pack    
     Alcohol      
     Spirit of ammonia

7.  What do you advise parents with infants and small children at 
     home?

      Conscientious awareness among parents will help a lot. Preventive 
      measures should be taken in consideration. An example is removing 
      poisonous substance(s) from access by children. To protect any 
      complication from fever, cold compress will offer some help. The first 
      aid kit should be inspected regularly. 

8.  What about those with old people at home?

     The approach is same as in question # 7. In addition, splints, elastic 
     bandages in the “E” kit may be placed for potential cases of fracture.

9.  You seem to have a very stressful practice considering the kind of 
     patients that you handle. How do you relax?

      There are many ways to relax:
       a.  Listening to good music

       b.  Watching movies

       c.  Being with family / friends

       What is most important is get away from the stressful environment once 
       in a while, to be able to “recharge batteries” to be ready again for the 
       next “ER tour of duty”.

10.  What is the best thing about being an emergency medicine doctor?

       Being an ER MD is fulfilling per se, seeing patients get well at once; 
       being able to deliver the most needed medical attention at the soonest    
       possible time and even to possibly save lives. Nothing is more gratifying 
       than to see your patients appreciate their being attended to with utmost 
       compassion.

       Equally gratifying is the opportunity to work hand in hand with the 
       patient s̓ own attending physician in the immediate solution to his / her 
       medical problem.

Elastic bandage
Pain killers
Ice bag
Hot water bag
Burn ointment



           o be able to have a career 
           where I can fully utilize 
interpersonal and leadership 
skills, grow professionally, and 
extend my service to people.” This 
is whatʼs stated on the objective 
portion of my resumés as I submit 
them to a number of companies 
before my graduation last year. 
Coupled with my prayer that I may 
enjoy the job Iʼll have and 
hopefully it involves traveling and 
dealing with people of different 
backgrounds. Surely enough, those 
goals and prayers were answered 
by the Almighty Father as He 
placed me in this company, 
IntelliCare, as a training officer.

     Yes, I truly enjoy doing my job 
as a training officer because it suits 
my personality and also it is a type 
of profession where I can definitely 
employ the skills and gifts I have, 
particularly coming across people 
of varying lifestyles. I love to be of 
service to people in any possible 
way I can. Another thing is about 
my jolly, vociferous, amiable, and 
enthusiastic disposition, so why 
notuse it for this company and to 
my advantage, right? Food and 
traveling are some of the many 
perks this occupation offers. I get 
to have the privilege of going to 
numerous places in and around 
Manila. This also includes going to   

By Rosemarie “Babes” Sedon Uy

as they listened to every word that 
departed from my lips. I was so 
conscious of my appearance and of 
the manner in which I speak. Iʼm 
just not natural. Iʼm stiff and rigid as 
a stick and trying hard to exude 
confidence, poise, and professional-
ism. Well, who wouldnʼt be if only 
after a week you have been briefed 
and observed how orientations are 
done, then you conduct it yourself 
(of course, with the assistance of my 
fellow training officers or an account 
officer). It is such an unusual 
experience where one learns how to 
speak in public. You become 
confident as time goes by as you 
become used to facing many people. 
In every orientation, I learn more 
about IntelliCare—our servicing, the 
needs of patients, and the problems 
regarding coordination and effective 
delivery of medical assistance. I 
basically learn from experience 
(apart from the mentoring of my 
senior colleagues) for thatʼs the only 
way I can best picture the scenarios 
and be involved through the 
encounters of our members.

     Sadly, not many people think of 
the difficulty involved in our duty as 
training officers. The severity and 
gravity of our responsibility is a load 
carried even if we are   outside the 
company premises. In the office, 

nearby provinces such as Cavite, 
Pampanga, Batangas, Laguna, and 
Bulacan. And hopefully I can go 
farther than that (hehe…). Iʼm just 
so excited and adventurous that I 
want to experience how it is to 
orient in a certain location where 
you first need to ride a ferry or 
plane before doing the orientation. 
And also get to eat weird kinds of 
cuisine and specialties from the 
diverse cultures of our provinces.
How were my first days doing 
orientations? Well, it was so 
frightening. I was very nervous 
because this is not a joke or a plain 
presentation as I am used to during 
reporting in school. This is it. Iʼm 
in the corporate world where I have 
to discuss with them things that I 
myself am not that familiar yet. 
And I have with me the burden of 
carrying the name of the company 
—that whatever I am about to say 
to them would reflect IntelliCareʼs 
reputation and their benefits to be 
delivered as promised. I had the 
jitters. My hands were sweating, 
droplets of perspiration started 
rolling down the small of my back 
and formed at the corners of my 
hairline. My knees got clammy and 
I simply wanted to melt and 
evaporate as I stood in front of this 
crowd (of about 40-100 people) 
and they had their eyes fixed on me   

have to be a fast-thinker and most 
importantly a critical thinker to be 
able to attend to their concerns in 
the most practical way.

     Unfortunately, there are people 
that work not for the pleasure of 
being of service to others but 
merely for financial gain. What 
they do not see beyond the salary is 
the opportunity and privilege to be 
of help to another person who is 
sick and in dire need of assistance. 
The point is, all of us must be 
helping each other and help this 
company to best render the service 
we have promised our clientele. Let 
us genuinely apply the core 
foundational values of 
IntelliCare—honesty, transparency, 
integrity, and really treat our 
customers as part of the family. Iʼm 
not saying we become hypocrites 
pretending money is not important. 
Money is very necessary. Yes, we 
need to earn to feed our families, to 
provide for basic needs, and to 
enjoy, relax, and have fun at some 
point in our lives—but I strongly 
suggest for all of us to view what 
we are doing as not merely 
working for money, but working 
for God through our service to 
others. For whatever you do, 
whether you eat or drink, do it all 
for the glory of God. (1Cor 10:31)

we are often seen loitering around 
the halls and corridors seemingly 
calm and not agitated as we settle 
our filing and other paper work 
after doing our Powerpoint 
Presentations per account.  
Apparently we do not look as 
“toxic” as other employees are 
inside the office for our job is 
primarily done outside IntelliCare 
as we do orientations for our 
corporate accounts. We serve as 
representatives of our company 
every time we go out. The tension 
and apprehension is there every 
time we orient because we must 
always be ready to deliver the 
orientation efficiently and 
effectively depending on the type 
of crowd we are about to handle. 
Often, we are bombarded with 
complaints and requests from the 
members (mostly from accounts 
that are up for renewal). This job 
is extremely exhausting—both 
physically and mentally. Working 
for this kind of industry we must 
provide good examples of being fit 
and healthy. This is especially 
needed to carry on with long trips 
and a stressful day. With this 
occupation, your mind would 
surely be exercised for you have 
todecide and think instantaneously 
as people raise their queries. You  



Jude on Judo

Dr. Jones goes to the retirement home for his monthly rounds.  He sees Joe 
and asks him, “Joe, how much is three times three?”  Joe responds “59”.  He 
goes over to Tom and asks, “Tom, how much is three times three?” Tom 
responds, “Wednesday.” He finally goes over to John and asks, “John, how 
much is three times three?” “NINE” replies John. “That s̓ right…now how 
did you come up to that answer?” “It was easy… I just subtracted 59 from 
Wednesday!”

What do you call 2 orthopedic doctors reading an EKG?
A double blind study!!!

After receiving his medication from the pharmacist, the customer asks, “are 
these time release pills?”  The pharmacist replies, “Yes. They begin to work 
after your check clears.”

Dr. to patient: “Well, Mrs. Jones, Iʼm afraid youʼre not quite as sick as 
weʼd hoped.”

Then thereʼs the woman who goes to the dentist.  As he leans over to begin 
working on her, she grabs his crotch. The dentist says, “Madam, I believe 
youʼve got a hold of my privates.”  The woman replies, “Yes. Now, weʼre 
going to be careful not to hurt each other, aren t̓ we.”

Patient: How much to have this tooth pulled?
Dentist: Php 1500.00.
Patient: Php 1500.00 for just a few minutes work???
Dentist: I can extract it very slowly if you like.

A friend of mine went to the dentist recently. He commented that it must be 
tough spending all day with your hands in someoneʼs mouth. He said, “I just 
think of it as having may hands in their wallet.”

Doctor: Did you take those pills I gave you to improve your memory?
Patient: What pills?

A woman comes to a gynecologist and complains:  “Doctor, when I wasn t̓ 
married, I had six abortions, and now I got married and can t̓ get pregnant.”  
The doctor replied, “Evidently you don t̓ breed in captivity.”

By: RJ Rivera

Mr. Brown: I keep seeing spots before my eyes.
Mr. Green: Have you ever seen a doctor?
Mr. Brown: No, only spots.
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Hospital Diet

A chap, pays a visit to his local G.P. The doctor, after a perfunctory 
examination, picks up the telephone and holds a brief conversation 
with the person at the other end of the line. Replacing the ʻphone, 
the doctor turns to the chap and saysʼ, “ I have just made arrange-
ments for you to see the Professor at the local hospital. He is 
expecting you in half-an-hour, so you had better look sharp as he 
doesnʼt like to be kept waiting. Goodbye.”

The rather confused chap arrives at the hospital on time and is 

ushered into the professorʼs office. “Are, there you are” said the 
Professor. “ I have already received your records and had a word with 
you G.P. but will still need to carry out one or two more tests to 
confirm his diagnosis. They wonʼt take long”.

The tests completed, the Professor addresses the chap, “Right, 

diagnosis confirmed, immediate isolation for you for a least three 
months.” 

By now, not only is the chap confused, he is thoroughly frightened. 

“Three month s̓ isolation!?  What s̓ wrong with me?” he cried

“Ah, my dear man, you are somewhat contagious. But look on the 

bright side, this hospital does a very nice line in pancakes, youʼll 
enjoy them.” Answered the Professor.

“Pancakes? Is that all?” wailed the chap.

“Iʼm afraid so” confirmed the Professor.

“But why pancakes?”

The Professor responded, “It s̓ all we slip under the door.”

lwasserman@alliancemedical.org

What really is judo?

First of all I want to clear that I am neither a black belt nor a specialist on the sport.  But 
from the tournaments and training, I have come to love it not just as a sport but as an integral 
part of my life.

Judo is a martial art that originated in Japan.  It is also an Olympic sport.  As with the kicks 
of taekwondo, judoʼs main attack is throwing your opponents. Judo practitioners are called 
judokas.  A match is won by either throwing your opponent or by pinning him.  Of course 
you canʼt pin him unless you bring him down to the mat either by a throw or a foot sweep.

Throws are scored depending on the execution, speed and technique.  The lowest scoring 
throw is a koka wherein an opponent is just outbalanced.  A yuko is when you are able to 
throw but are not able to fully bring down your opponent.  If the time is up, the judoka with 
the most number of throws of this kind wins the match.  However, if the other is able to 
score a waza-ari, he wins the match.  A waza-ari is an almost perfect throw; two of these and 
the match is won.  The hardest throw to execute is an ipon.  It is a score given to a throw 
complete with the elements of perfect speed, technique and execution.

How did you start judo?

I started when I was in UST.  There was an inter-college tournament sponsored by the UST 
Judo Varsity, and since I was unable to attend the aikido practices at the dojo near our house, 
I joined in.

What is it about judo that interests you? 

At first I must admit that I only played for résuméʼs sake.  I did not even dreamt of winning 
and my only target was the certificate of participation.  But after my first tournament, I 
eventually understood its principles.  Also, after a match, whether you win or lose, you gain 
a new friend.  The game is a reflection of the contestants  ̓attitude, sincerity and their 
competitive spirit.  Also in this sport, height is not might!

Please name some of the competitions you were in:

1st UST Inter-college Judo Intramurals at UST gym; 65th UAAP Judo tournament 
(Individual) UP Diliman; 2nd UPLB Phoenix Judo Club Invitational Tournament UP Los 
Baños;  Hajime ʼ03 and Iponan sa Katipunan ʼ03 both at the Ateneo de Manila.

What are the difficulties you have encountered?

Since mats are harder and rougher in competitions, I usually go home with mat burns on my 
arms and face.  Also, because of my weight (52kg) Iʼm usually at a disadvantage especially 
in my first 2 tournaments when I fought in the –60kg.  It was only at the Ateneo when I 
fought in the –55 kg.  In UP Los Baños, I was not entered into the –55kg because my  name 
was not submitted to the PAJA (Phil. Amateur Judo Association) Official Line-up and so in 
order to compete I entered into the Open Weight Open Belt category. Unfortunately my 
opponent was a –100 or –90 kg. player.  He practically grabbed me by the chest and 
slammed me to the mats then pinned me down.  The whole 25 seconds I was squirming 
beneath him not to escape but to breathe!  I never had a chance!  But I guess the worst came 
in Hajime ʼ03 when after the tournament I couldnʼt move my right arm for about a week. 

Jude on JudoJude on JudoJude on Judoo By:  Janice Unlayao
         Accounts Management Department

Winning is / losing is:

Won matches are rewards for your patience 
and diligence in training.  Lost ones remind 
you that you should not stop seeking 
improvements.  For me, it does not matter 
whether I win or lose as long as I am able to 
give everything that I have.

What is judoʼs influence on views in your 
life?

In this sport you must first learn to fall 
before you are able to throw.  Literally judo 
has taught me that itʼs not the height or 
strength of the impact but itʼs how you take 
your fall in life that determines your success.  
Failures and disappointments will always be 
in every facet of life. Be it at work, play or 
on your love life…practically anywhere!  I 
learned that whatever is bound to happen 
will happen as long as you do what youʼve 
got to do so you must not let the fear of 
failing get in the way of whatever you feel 
you have to do. 

Would you recommend judo to your 
friends? 

Honestly no…it has to come from the person 
because a half-hearted effort on his part will 
usually result in injury.  Besides it is not 
easy to utilize judo as a self-defense.  Itʼs 
better for them to study aikido or karate as 
this can be used easier in street fights.

Do you see this sport as a career?

Judo is only a part of me…at my age I will 
not pursue it as a career.  But I still want to 
do it for recreation and of course for 
self-defense.

Do you consider your talent an edge over 
others?

No.  You donʼt let those things get in your 
head but there really are people who tend 
to abuse what they know.  Once you think 
that you are better than anybody because 
of whatever you know or have, you are 
most likely to stop progressing and start 
decaying.  Besides, quoting my favorite 
line in Desiderata, if you compare 
yourself to others, you may become vain 
and bitter for always there will be greater 
and lesser persons than yourself.

Do you feel you can take greater risks?

On the contrary, I was able to stay away 
from those kinds of things.  I donʼt have 
anything against risk - its part of life.  But 
there is a thin line separating a great 
riskand a stupid risk. Practice of martial  

arts such as judo involves and instills 
responsibility in a person.  I would not use 
it outside the mats unless I have to, 
however if push comes to shove then I will 
have to defend myself or those that are 
dear to me.

What is your inspiring message to your 

friends and associates?

 It really helps if you know what to do 
when the necessity arises.  The reason I 
treat the art with respect is that it has once 
saved my life.  But still you do not have to 
use it to prove what you can do.  Great 
responsibility and discipline must come 
along with it, for as it prospers in you, it 
can help you grow into a better and more 
mature person.
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Present ID & Sign 
HOSPITAL BILL upon DISCHARGE

NOTIFY IntelliCare WITHIN TWENTY-FOUR (24) HOURS FROM TIME OF ADMISSION (TRUNKLINE: 894-3386 – Connecting all departments)  
CUSTOMER SERVICE HOTLINE: (METRO MANILA) 09209073698; (NORTHERN/CENTRAL LUZON) 09209073707; (SOUTHERN LUZON) 09209073698

1)  Incremental charges will be billed to the member who VOLUNTARILY upgrades his room one category higher than his allowed plan (except in cases where his allowed room category is not available – only the    
     room and board difference will be charged until the day his room category becomes available, at which time the member should transfer. Otherwise, incremental charges shall be to his personal account).

2)  If treated in a non-accredited hospital, secure the following documents:  OFFICIAL RECEIPTS of the Hospital bill and Professional fee/s, MEDICAL CERTIFICATE,  CHARGE SLIPS, ITEMIZED STATEMENT OF 
     ACCOUNT, etc. upon discharge and submit to IntelliCare together with a fully accomplished IntelliCare REIMBURSEMENT FORM.

Go straight to the 
Emergency Room 

of the nearest 
IntelliCare 

ACCREDITED 
HOSPITAL PRESENT 
YOUR IntelliCare I.D. 

Secure (from 
Billing Section) 
& Accomplish 
PHILHEALTH 
Forms prior to 
discharge 

AVAIL CONSULTATION OR TREATMENT

If member is recommended to be admitted or confined

Present Accredited 
Physician’s Admitting 
Order and 
IntelliCare ID at 
the hospital 
admitting section.

Occupy room 
within the 
limits of the 
plan

ADMITTING

Settle payments for MISCELLANEOUS 
CHARGES NOT COVERED under IntelliCare 

PROGRAM

1.  What were your previous jobs?   
     When and why did you decide 
     to join IntelliCare?  

     I have been in Marketing/Sales 
     ever since I graduated in college. 
     In the Phils., I had the privilege 
     to work for a Bank (Far East 
     Bank), Shipping Company 
     (MOF Inc.) and an oil company 
     (Pilipinas Shell).  I moved to the 
     U.S. in 1990, I worked for an 
     insurance company (MetLife), an 
     HMO (FHP, Inc.) and for a 
     Home Health Company. 

     I joined IntelliCare in 1998, 
     when the company was still in its 
     infancy stage.  When Mr. Silos 
     offered me the Business 
     Development Officer position, I 
     saw the potential for growth and 
     it fitted my prior experience in 
     the HMO business.

2.  How do you find working with   
     a fast-paced HMO? 

     Like in any Marketing/Sales job, 
     it has its moments of 
     disappointment and triumphs. 
     My experience in the U.S. has 
     made me adaptable to a 
     fast-paced workload.  The 
     pressure there was more severe 
     than here.  Luckily, I am 
     privileged to be mentored by 
     good leaders in the company      
     who always assure and give me 
     

By: Mr. Jeric de la Cruz

(We feature one of the most 

popular personalities in the 

Company whose huge talents are 

once again tapped to meet 

Management sales targets. – Ed)

     IntelliCare as a whole.  Always 
     stay focused in what you do and 
     always strive hard to outdo 
     yourself.

6.  Do you have any regrets 
     working with Intellicare? 

     No, I donʼt have any regrets.  In 
     fact I see myself growing old 
     and retiringwith the company.

7.  Has your personal or family 
     life been affected by your 
     workload? 

     Yes, there are times when my 
     wife experiences the rigors of 
     my workload.
     Luckily, I have a wife who is  
     very supportive and 
     understanding of the responsi 
     bilities I have with the company.   
     She is always there to put me 
     back in rhythm from the stresses 
     of work.

8.  How is your family? Define 
     what is quality time to you. 

     My weekends are solely allotted 
     to my family.  Spending a day in 
     the mall, eating out or visiting 
     grandparents are quality time for 
     me.  I make it a point that I allot 
     a “date day” with my wife.  I 
     always look forward to this and t
     treasure it as pure quality time.

     the proper guidance in attaining 
     our vision to succeed.

3.  What do you consider is your 
     greatest contribution, thus far,   
     to IntelliCare? 

     When I joined the company in 
     1998, my task was to increase 
     our new business.  We strived 
     during the early years, with the 
     help of the marketing group we 
     were able to increase our new 
     sales to the level they are now.  I 
     was part of the team that 
     contributed to the success of 
     IntelliCare.
4.  How is your relationship with 
     other departments?  

     I believe it is vital for the 
     marketing dept. to have a very 
     healthy relationship with the 
     other departments of the 
     company.  I make sure that we 
     always keep our lines of 
     communication open with them.  
     Our success depends on the team 
     effort that every department 
     delivers. 

5.  As a Senior Officer of the 
     Company, what do you advise 
     our younger staff who may 
     want to follow you? 

     I always instill in my staff the      
     VALUE of what they contribute 
     towards the success of 


